General Anzeiger (The Daily News)
In spite of the problematic financial situation, Mayor Juergen Endemann
encouraged the tireless director of the ITW, Fred Traguth, not to lose courage in
his opening address to the 11th International Dance Workshop. Endemannn
sounded encouraging as he mentioned that there are steps being taken to get the
Dance Workshop "on more solid financial footing" next year, but it is nevertheless
no secret that the ITW has entered into a very difficult decade. This was also
echoed by Fred Traguth. Even though ticket prices had to be raised yet again, still
350 signed up for the summer seminar which will run until the 23rd of July.
Twelve renowned international teachers offered their instruction, in a friendly,
welcoming was while still strict and informative. Among these, the Japanese artist
Sachiyo Ito presented a total novelty, teaching the participants forms of dance and
movement from the No and Kabuki and presenting us with an example of her
artistry in the opening concert.
The extremely nuanced and artful symbolism of the strict formality in No
and Kabuki Theater is very difficult if not impossible for non-Japanese to grasp. In
this respect, it was very helpful to have the assistance provided by taped
explanations to gain at least a general overview of the over 400 year art form. We
learned very insightful information about what seem to us extremely stayed and
sparsely used mimic, which has to do with the lifestyle and the preservation of
privacy of the Japanese who live in close confines with one another. as for the
white facial make-up: Kabuki was originally women's Theater, but soon, for moral
reasons, became exclusively Men's Theater, in which men naturally had to play
women's roles, which was the reason for the thick white facial make-up. Sachiyo
art Ito had unequalled mastery of these dance forms in all of their facets and
conveyed to the audience some of poetry and beauty of charm of this quite indirect,
discreet art form. Even the color combinations of the costumes is in itself an
exquisite visual experience. Miss Ito demonstrated various movement sequences
and gestures from Kabuki - for example a young maiden, a monk, a lover - , a
lullaby with subtly grotesque mask-dances, and a solo from a maiden's dance with
elements from the No-Theater. This latter was probably the most interesting
example of Japanese dance. especially remarkable were the movement patterns of
the hands, with the fingers almost always staying closed, the artful use of the fans,
rich in their symbolism, and the almost silent gliding of the feet, interrupted only
very seldomly with a light stamping. A warm applause arose from the engaged
audience as a thank you for this "trip into wonderland".

